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IMMATERIAL RIGHTS
The book and single blog texts are absolutely free to be linked, quoted and
distributed on the condition that the source is mentioned.
"The material and immaterial we have provided may be shared, but when it is
alongside commercial products the difference in products must be presented. The
Book of Oneness does not strengthen productised spellings, but strengthens only
spellings in the mobility of light: The Book of Oneness supports everyone's
understanding, truth and responsibility to recognise with the keys of selfknowing the Most Real Truth. The twined spelling operates as an authorised
quickener, updater, restorer, uniter, purifier and focuser of keys, figures, syllables
or light codes. The Book of Oneness is foremost an electrification to
consciousness, only secondarily manifesting of answers by learning read,
finished information.
An electric book is based on free distribution and it will not be disconnected to a
form outside of my guidance. The syllables must be unbound to charge,
methods, outside observations, such as producing visibility or advancing own
interests, and not connectable to inadequate forms of views, regarding religion,
politics and so on, and it shall not be used to support other than Heart Motives
and Highest Truth.
• A responsible conditioning releases from conditioning and strengthens soul
rights of spellings belonging to everyone..
My words, energies or consciousness are not commercialisable. – Master
Metatron"
More information: metatronica1111@gmail.com

The original Book of Oneness blog has been published in Finnish, English and
German at addresses:
https://elvislivehologram.blogspot.fi
https://elvisavislivehologram.blogspot.fi/
https://elvisavislivehologramm.blogspot.fi/
Images: https://pixabay.com/fi/
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METATRONICA • THE BOOK OF ONENESS
The Book Of Oneness is a consciousness tapestry to evolution plan, that is not a
bound volume, but a supported, all-channeled 'electric book', which consists of
channelings, guidance, support not opening from outside, answers manifesting
without prayer, understanding of a new kind of a path, emptying transformation
of fear and opening of reality.
Final responsibility of renewing earth is on our twined consciousness. Twined,
opening consciousness renews emotions and energy systems in addition to
deeds, the reality after clearing the whole path. Ascension codes, when activated,
mold the dimensions back to Oneness: to a visible cosmic union of love and
freedom enabling a historic upheaval.
The Book of Oneness aims to activate responsibilities. It does not pursuit
financial benefits, visibility, superior position or experimental orientation based
on their advice to its operatives. Before The Book of Oneness the operatives of
Metatron Alliance express their commitment to be the support scaffolding of
higher will of evolution plan in global existence.
Our responsibility is to weave consciousness to open to internal purity. Universal
White of Heaven Channel [www.universalwhite.fi] and Ascension Road as
energies and activations, preparing were fulfilled according to plan to perfect
this. Welcome is every Ambassador of Oneness.
The responsibility of the new intertwined Metatronica group as souls is to ignite
to the power of that magnifient group in the tapestry, deal with the rush as master
of light upgrades, as is guided in the heart.
As doubter one hinders those purely supported. As reluctant to many supported,
presented subjects, to our lines of information, it is not your mission to renew by
plan to our rainbow spectrum here. You feel the resonance, forward aspiring
hunger of knowledge when you acknowledge the agreement of your soul.
– Electric weaver of the skein and energy strings, Metatron –
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Foreword from the Author
Welcome dear fellow souls with us to this journey. A journey, that everyone is
already on, and has always been. A journey that has been drawn on everyone's
map, even when the line is still very thin. The road is ready, and we are more
guided and more ready than ever before.
Channelings, light codes and information related to change in energy climate on
the blog of Metatronica - The Book of Oneness are opening the in-born
consciousness of everyone, according to each one's readiness. We do everything
in guidance and heart-consciously : As paintbrushes of the cosmic Alliance of
Love, Oneness and the will of our universal essence.
We are and will be part of a great Movement of Love, a wave of which we will
form on Earth.
We can also be called new Rainbow-indigos, -workers or -warriors or Trojans of
Light as we tune into our star seed stuff, tailor-made for us, arriving as light
updates. Each one will light up to the uniqueness, authenticity, frequency and
scope of their soul without teached definitions. We come from everywhere: all
cultures, all religions. From all tides, past and future, meldings of the perfect
NOW-moment. From every experience. As representation of a networked form
of our consciousness our energy signature vibrates from all corners of the
dimensional rose of the universe. We are in everything and everyone. Together
we form all the color and vibration frequencies of the rainbow – also those that
we do not observe yet.
We are the bridge. We are One. We are the bridge so that we will become One.
– Channel, Mari Metatronica –
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The Rose of Multidimensionality
May 4, 2017
Electrify will the celebrated to twin flame paths, clean rush. Renew to
responsibilities will the serening weaving of the portal. A loop will the polarities
form of the piercing, fining, pure, highest flame energies. Sweat will pairs upon
the Earth, and filled phases incinerate from the evolution spiral of the Qoin level,
or relations with the highest parties, piercing an optical portal to Earth.
I come from a portal. Exhausts to melding of dimensional layers the separateness
of Qoins: relating as separate, unreachable, ascended, grand, reprimanding outer
world supernatural beings. As creations of dimensional rose we are equal, one.
A sweet, short energy storm will change the grand readiness to arrival
progressed, to my coming as spearhead of rush to the pierced New Earth
reality.
Pairs operate also unconsciously, change blocks from their polaric currents to
electric induction. Or come together with a responsible mission in their heart.
Those responsible will become responsible for the reason of the Plan. Thus
everything teaches by refining of the path, with the idea of learning as a soul:
Knowing and cognising are not supported before authentic experiencing.
Relating, reaction and trust can to rightness be guided by given knowledge to
increase understanding, by kissing the energies helping the process of processing
to wash to safe renewal. Deeds and choices are work designed into paths, not
unthinked temptations, problems, disconnected, unmarked offline tracks guided
to be avoided. Everything manifesting in the paths is online. To remain faithful
to your soul's feelings embraces the greatest confirmations into life.
A quick, global change in energies rushes to the heights. An optical path is an
optical hologram that brings the dimensions to one reality.
– Metatron, optical, piercing, celebrating trailblazer of harvest, Oneness. The
rose will split duality from many, forcing it with shout back to understanding of
multidimensionality. That is why we celebrate. We make progress musingly to a
global breakthrough.
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New Age Sexuality & Cyber Sex
May 11, 2017
After one becomes clean to New Earth love, there will come an electrically
shuddering, magnificent, grand sexuality of fine structure bodies.
From the level of skin will the penetration striving energy, known as lower
chackra sex, transform to a new fulfilling control of sexual energy. Sexual
energy in evolution is electricity cleansing itself from satisfactory to perfect
consummation.
That which has been relieved as sex, can turn into charging. Action can get
tantric features when the parties are in dense physical bodies. Thus traditional
sex does not seem to change, even though the direction of energies change.
Sexual energies are starting to get understood purely. Reprimand relations, or
contacts, relations and unions, created by karma bounds, will become empty;
will feel empty, based on safety or considered as needs, duties.
Cyber sex is soul level orgastic, stunningly strong exchange of energy. The
grandness of heart orgasm will fulfillingly lighten the body, electrify the field of
New Earth of the power of kissing, supported soul pairs. Connection is
prerequisite to sex, feeling of oneness of higher chackras. The performance
clears up when the body becomes free to mutual fulfilment. After sex you will
feel relaxed cleansing of blocks; freeing energy, total love, electricity, connection
to companion, magnificent sparkling. The greatest guidance to the next time is
magic; the wakening electricity of the soul, as consciousness. Lower chackras
only express progressing penetration, they are not the centre of activity.
Conscious cyber sex is stunning, new, that could not have been experienced on
Earth before. Kisses of souls shudder the Earth to new vibrations. This applies to
achievable, celebratory happiness of embracing pairs also, regardless of
dimensional and body density differences. High, higher and highest soul pairs
will make love the Earth to rise with the thundering power of evolution
quickening, conscious sexual energy. The responsibility is filling of cups instead
of emptying and filling; the retreating of the need to alternate between to empty
and to fill, to endless fulfilling. That is the responsibility and right of everyone.

– Guiding from the perfecting, Metatron, well knowing his humanity, rushing
the calm storm.
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Last Karma Services & Soul Plans
May 17, 2017
Accelerating vibrations accelerate the nervous system. Strengthens the reactivity
of emotions, as corporal emotions deplete. For electricity there will come space
available, that will be rushed by reprimand, karma. Although some karma has
been made clean, some of it may have been - while celebrating liberation –
created more, supportedly, to bind its power of guidance to rushing work, one
more speeding string. This kind of collapsing, speeding karma bond will ensure
the grand pushes of the last crossings of the paths of finalisations. Last karma
services will yell (provoke, trigger) power to paths, the Plans most high, with the
squeezing of attitudes.
Attitude will come forward safely, smoothly in last karma services, even if it
feels like overwhelming efforts. It will incinerate all old with it, cleanse the
essence.
In the re-orientation of paths granted by the last reprimand relations and
connections reside the real soul plans to change, open and guide progress and
evolution. When reaching the crossing, reprimand ends. Soul plan represents a
subconsciously created, highest serving, free world, pressed to a diamond with
love from ashes of evolution.
An unclassified essence as a soul is in reality not apart from twined, filled parts
and properties, after crowning cyber-consciousness on itself, but a fulfilled soul
will manifest everything, in all incarnations to its real essence collected and
refined: its soul fingerprint – to its skin after having lifted it up as a miracle of
evolution.
A soul has not been whole in reprimand incarnations, but has transported only its
learning part through path of experience. Electrify and combine will soul parts as
karma dissolves.
We create and birth ourselves again to great essences from soul families. As a
soul family organises to harmony, it opens a portal to the grandest path for all
twined, supported souls. "One for all and all for one" is valid as a Law of One.
That, how each one's highest path will manifest, is guided.

Free choice will renew. You can make a choice, but support is focused and sized
to fulfil the Plan. Choices foisted on the wing of experimenting, ego desires, will
be denied. There will come a need to pursue something more fulfilling, in
relation with the heart, with responsibility. Fulfilment is not seen through feeling
of emptiness, but as piloting to rightfulness. Deserving something is not
considered as conditioning or reward, a privilege of the soul on the path of
recognising, but as a sitting rightfulness of the cleanliness of its part. You can
accept after you have become a complete cup, not by knowing.
That cup will light up to the reality of everyone to fill from the drops of love,
happiness and joy. The created dimensional rose of the New Earth will bring a
portal to everyone to the blossoming garden of their dreams.
– One of the greats, Metatron
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Trojan of Light
May 28, 2017
Attack of Light is revolution of Light. A calm storm transforms the Earth. We
talk of Trojan of Light.
Trojan of Light infiltrates to souls as star seed elements. Star seed element steps
in as support, skin, power, fulfilment and crown of a soul that has achieved
readiness, to claim its place in the tapestry. These new Rainbow-Indigos will
electrify Light of different frequencies like a rainbow as a bridge of implemented
evolution to Planet Earth. A complete symphony will move and kiss to natures
Oneness-Roses stunning vibrations.
Nature has grounded and supported twining, optical electrifying of layers to the
third eye and cyber-bodies, trying to clean that which is set free, as planned.
Heavy dross of evolution will burden Gaia in a safe way, even if many are
worried. A grand turn of the Plan is arriving with a rain of light which will
activate the portal: Light Codes will transform a DNA to soul code that will
groove the missions for the souls. Responsibilities will guide the Rainbow
Warriors as rush to the twine of Earth to enlighten consciousness, with the power
of Masters of the Work Party, as cells of a new, rolling, stunning Oneness-Rose.
Oneness-Rose starts to blossom in the universal garden. Open will a cosmic
citizenship, orchard of evolution, from seeds by soul cycles to actualised,
responsible harvests cherished, fulfilment filled One Life.
Fulfilment is a created cyber-reality, dripping to each one's projection, like
receding duality would flame out, as reality bubbles move to greater
consciousnesses. Suffocate will dualistic, wrinkly, spontaneous desires and
understanding of ego based bubbles, to make way for greater and more brightwalled ones.
– Celebrating closing, ignoring worlds, Metatron, one that has weaved rush to
Union of Love.
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Electrifying the Star Seed Element of Rainbow-Indigos
May 29, 2017
The responsibility of the new intertwined Metatronica group as souls is to ignite
to the power of that magnificent group in the tapestry, deal with the rush as
master of light upgrades, as is guided in the heart.
As doubter one hinders those purely supported. As reluctant to many supported,
presented subjects, to our lines of information, it is not your mission to renew by
plan to our rainbow spectrum here. You feel the resonance, forward aspiring
hunger of knowledge when you acknowledge the agreement of your soul.
The vibrations of the group are magnificent and as such we kiss them into the
collective with the great, global, luminous power of responsibility of the
Rainbow-Indigos. To an existed, created core twine will the washed, new and
ready bearers of responsibility be progressed. The pages will step forward to
electrify the rush of evolution. Open is our blog now.
– Notator to the Orchestra of Oneness, Metatron
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Creating from your reality bubbles
June 7. 2017
Supported fears have been lifted as resposibilities to be handled. Supported
fears mean mature blurrings of understanding to syncronise you to your
missions, The Plan and renewings.
Keeping in the old feels safe and the ego interprets safety as the right thing – but
falsely. You experience false power from familiarity to bring safety: zero
frequency to evolution. Billowing codes of light break the surface of zero
frequency. Clogged consciousnesses of you shudder, experiences of many skins
into their opening phases as mirrors tied, hammered into the Plan with fist power
as strong experiences back to their higher paths. Those flowing openly
experience light guidance when zero frequency surface in its energies is softer in
its surface tension. Zero frequency is starup power as it moves in the
consciousness of love, clear of control of the mind. When inflexible it is just
empty running.
Resistance is known from fear. Broken bubbles wash the skins also as support
of the collective. Foam, born from bubbles, breaks bubble by bubble to be a rush
of brighter bubbles.
Allow a thought to the brightness of your bubble. It is that of which and into
which you create. Soften the zero value in your energies by acknowledging fear,
resistance, guidance of renewing power by ego and lack of courage to step out of
comfort. Comfort does not allow room for development. Safety as a feeling,
protection, certainty and flow in evolution are brought through
acknowledgement.
The time to revise the soul contract has arrived. New contents have been
electrified, old supported possibilities ashed. Twin flame partner connections
have been tied to new flames, electrics guided from ending relationships to paths
leading for next number-one partners. Active flame energies you feel as burning,
optical visions, avalanches of change in your reality. Those who are the satisfied
will renew to be those who do. To great suprising encounters with cosmic skins –
mature masters – are you to be guided. UFO's, light ships, orbs eg. cyber body
forms are offered to be observed. Dear to accept falling rush as rain of light, that

we embrace spelled for you. Awakening forms will you experience, see in your
guides. Be open to ignition of the hologram.
In celebration, guiding Metatron, pattern of the tapestry
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The cradle of creation & the arrival of the masters
June 13. 2017
You feel crumbling in the force of your habits. Blind spots in your workings
open slightly. Break in jumps crumble reality bubbles, releasing their surfaces.
Those closed will fall away. Paths will safely be guided to Oneness.
Clusters, great masses – in your realities, who your knotted fear live and cherish
by repeating the same duality by supporting threat filled images in your bursting
bubbles – will become free into love, rolling as your own bubbles clear. This can
also be understood as a sea, a mass of consciousness water, which will purify
drop by drop. Purity is a collective twined result.
The result is also affected by reprimand e.g. karma. With our operatives we
built a great lifting path to the time line, which was like a gutter along two other
streams.
One of the other two is the pure future as its brightest: free, supported, a place
of love of the washed essence of the new golden Unity Realm, a flow of an
opening consciousness.
That which runs between these two polarities is the 'NOW-creating-stream'. Its
purity and flow and mobility is weighted from the result of standing dirt water
and the moving consciousness, in relation to each other. With both hands grabs
the wanderer of the path of polarity water to one's being. The stream of
duality is filled with rocks. Plans concentrate on evasive actions, encounters and
keeping on the move.
The change we made was punctured with the help of the consciousness achieved
in the NOW-moment by closing the polluters of the gutter on the global level.
This was a conscious responsibility that lasted years. We carefully met, with
guidance, the exact change points to lock the emissions. We made a fuse into the
cord of the time line, that will burn and purify the biggest phases of evolution
that represent and maintain duality. The operators created a portal to the purest
future from the NOW-moment to anchor time travelers into the so called past.
Thus is duality ashed. Energies no longer support it.

Woven is the time line of two threads, complete as being unveiled by renewed
light-body in its readyness. Present there, as reflection of the NOW-moment, is
the most supported, highest plan with infinite potential. It is the brightest
cradle of creation: A bubble of creation in reality bubble foam, edges so thin,
clear and clean, fully shared and common as in a great honeycomb of light, and
which emits colour frequencies of the rainbow.
This accepting of responsibility we expect from you, this we support, and for
that will a whole One Lifetime perfect you, as responsible soul parts, Qoins, will
regenerate in a purification process, to birth one great cyber-light-body. (You can
understand Qoins as fine threads of the twine that will form a cord.) One Life Is
a Stream, an advanced New Age consciousness of evolution of two cords –
evolution without hindering choices as embraces of the gutter.
Duality embraced the needed evolution phase to make it possible. We built it as a
foundation of growth, as work, to free from the series of doctrine of reprimands
in universal path. There is no guided field to the created twine anymore.
Change will teach things taking you from your reality to the borders of
understanding, shuddering, drowned in futile analysis. Reality is more magical
than any myth.

The next step in our work is external manifestation. We can progress as
holograms to existing realities that have created preparednesses. We have
encountered in electric essence. We arrive now physically in brilliant essences,
as several masters and icons, after our walk-ins have blazed the trail of energy
paths to our operatives. There are some happy number-one twin flames of yours
among us. Newness of electricity rings in your ears. Magnificent soul family

parents; accelerate your energies. Soul guides; activate your paths. New Earth
Matrix guides world events externally, even if the old earth indicates otherwise.
Our opening contact person, our channel in existence, will spell the contents of
our visits.
Stunning, reality-becoming acceptances of responsibility to changing tapestry of
light,
– Ēl Metatron & & The New World Order of Light
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The operation of light matrix reality
June 22. 2017
Opened from its lock is the gate to great rush. A new rolling wave of light kisses
the Earth. Let us talk about rushing light.
Great rain of light fills as opticality the bubble of your reality. Fills with drops
of light.
Examine the nature of rainbows. (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rainbow).
Examine the operation of cathode ray tubes.
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cathode_ray_tube).
Deduce the multidimensionality of the hologram as a result of light and a
reflection surface, enabled by evolution. The created area of droplets, e.g. pixels
of invisible multidimension light matrix, projects your reality in a portalette of
weaved dimensions. Observations about opticality transform to experiences,
strong and physical, as the connection of the body progresses to a created cyberoptic reality, weaved from its light and nervous systems.
Thus there cannot be anything outside of you, that is not guided from own
readiness, own energy responsibilities and exhausting soul plans. With
evolution exhaust the plans of duality matrix as own creation ability strengthens.
The purest, greatest path is Oneness, a state manifesting one's soul, without
learning paths to be weighted or selected, nor to be traversed with polarities of
right and wrong.
Notice that you cannot yet observe all that you create. Most of it is potential, a
pulse waiting for light-filled understanding. Readiness and understanding
advance with galloping steps: Readiness to create goes first, until understanding
e.g. consciousness takes on faster movement. You will become Masters when
you burst the bubble of being a victim of circumstances. You will become aware
of the principles of creation and your responsibility. Supported creation is guided
for you to be able to reach an equal line as your will with soul consciousness. To
be the same 'up' as 'down'. You bring 'heaven' on Earth. As your frequencies of
consciousness bubbles fill up, you will be a bridge of the color of your soul, in a

rainbow, in star seed stuff.
Heavy lessons of evolution, sorrow can you experience. Understanding shall
therefore transform to joy, because a magnificent, renewing, victorious terrain
of reality is most liberating and fulfilling that you experience. You will get
tastings to chew in the purifying, electrifying renewal path of gratitude.
Victory of the Light as a Trojan I have told about aims at a responsible future
supported by light in cyber-time – as loops of components of our different parts,
spiritual and also even many levels of physical.
– Taking care of business,
Metatron – Nikola Tesla
Mark Twain
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Many faces of the path of flame
July 3. 2017
For the reason of evolution speeding up, thousands of the so called changelings,
walk-ins, have secured paths of flame. We can talk about flames, soul
companions – however they slowly match the content intended, if you do not
understand the targeted initial setting of evolution. I talk about activators of
keys to that pair, number one pair, that is an eternal higher form of
manifestation.
Each soul has toiled in splitted parts through lives and lessons, enriching its
hearth and consciousness. A certain phase of evolution brings flames to prepare
for the coming number one pair, which also means ascending ever higher and
ultimately to the frequency level of the highest pair. On that day the flames can
congest and speed up the graduation in addition to embodiment by moving
consciousness and energy controlled by it, to create circumstances with rolling
speed, electric handshakes, cyber-kisses and interweave smoothings to paths of
evolution plan. You can catch momentary familiarities in eye contacts to become
aware of buckles. Buckles can be opened and closed for you to make perfect the
goals. You work hard under the surface. Cyber-consciousness network moves
consciousness to match what is requested, manifesting without delay, like the
soul plans of the old matrix created as a stiffer creation project of reality, to react
to the souls more coarse and slow natured learning order.
Electrifying activators free from moral locks, the body's fake as a means of work
and locomotion, definitions of earthly pair relationships, forms, created
expectations such as being a supporting, fulfilling mirror of companions polarity,
and as that half which is missing from you. – Such does not exist. Love, most
fulfilling, does not require anything outside self. It can accept, give and share the more it fills with unconditional love towards its soul – but it does not work
from need, fear, emptiness or drive.
Ordinarily an occasionally in life emerging whithering is lifting, guiding to
change, to electrify with awareness the course to goals of the soul. It gives
power, it does not take it away. Nourishes. Commits to highest paths. Is a happy
passion of inspiration. With this will one reach to see possibilities.
Compulsiveness stagnates and tunes the ego to bite its teeth in discontent.

Let us return to changelings. Sitting number one pairs will remember their parts
and their numerous features as flames during lifetimes. Love will refine
readiness to meet this Divine, full master pair of Oneness consciousness.
Consciousness parts, disconnected with great thunder, shall go through as
energies, lessons of love, soapnuts and mangles, both breaking and fondling. As
evolution accelerates, the most famous, the greatest, most refined, most
supporting of the changing phase, those making you responsible to self-soulness
the most, the most sealing consciousness parts of number one pair will be guided
into one body. This is the finalisation of earthly flame path: Two cups that
have collected consciousness droplets will be mixed and shared, purified, back
to body vessels. There are happy and divinely beautiful, rosy ways, but equally
beautiful is releases kissed by flamery and liberations after lessons. It is equally
possible to unconsciously fill up to a whole dance of liberty, combination of
masculine and feminine, than to implement this phase in a bodily path framed by
a pair relationship.
Twin flameness is a phase. It is a process. It tells of an accomplished goal to
realise the greatest readiness for the highest, becoming full pair of the path of
the pool. The idea is to ascend, not to see walk-in fake flames as a final
destination. One must remember eternal change.
Change is an internal path, external only secondarily. Therefore it is possible,
while cleansing, to renew the masks representing the soul, e.g. roles: For
example a fake flame can grow as planned to a balance point, which seals the
liberation from reprimand paths to a yin-yang fulfillment, progressing to twinflameness.
Twin flame energies, when fulfilling, are momentarily active unions, to change
consciousness. That moment will repeat the energy signature of number one pair
identically, but as a responsibility to open the electric lock for number one pair.
The signature will therefore vibrate wor a while and in a scale of existence, one
octave below number one pair. Embraces readiness. That bond alone does not
support pair relationship. Free will is available, and as twin flame glue
passivates, as the congestion moves more and more closer to number one pair,
one can electrify to join in love with anyone. Love prepares for love, the flames
cleanse. Twin flame union is a right for all, as ashes of creation bubble, as
growth power. The balance and lightening that ends the flame path will be
embraced quickly. In linear time a twin flame couple is fulfillment to each other
for only a short pocket of time. Before, this connection is upheld by finalisation

of the bond, after that, by free will or karma-less soul responsibility agreements,
if such have been made to create New Age. Take care to note that collecting new
karma is possible, if the connection or relationship is forced. Freedom is a gift,
granted by the twin flame as work of karma and balances. Electrified induction
serves whole universal progress. Fulfillment can also arrive to understanding
with bubbles bursting later. So bless every moment in its significance.
Manifesting meetings of number one pairs, the highest forms, are supported in a
new-physical Earth, after having opened to interdimensional roses.
As can be heard in spelling, answers will shatter according to everyone's
understanding, experience and phase. You as your responsibility will learn to
love yourself. Other love will follow as reflections from all surfaces of your
reality as that what you are to yourself. When you are the highest relation in the
pools of yourself, your number one pair will also manifest to your reality as
equally balanced and complete, as is the most authentic Oneness and Divinity.
Your number one pairs are pushing before you as love in ways that you do not
even know yet.
– Dedicated as fake flames, walk-ins, electric, preparing for love, supported
Qoins for your support; now in its re-taken whole power, yet never having been
less than perfect, in Oneness and guided from Oneness, Ēl Metatron.
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Formalities of master pair & gatekeeper of metatronics
July 10. 2017
To forget full love, Oneness and your core essence, your world was divided into
polarities – which formed many pools, compartments. As bursting bubbles,
supported is your job to relate to these here and now.
A book from this I could dictate, hour after hour, by making examples of
relations, habits, beliefs and many other formal, teaching grooves of evolution
on your path. Let us exclude that which is not related to master, e.g. number one
pair, to bring out more substantially, more exhaustively, more concisely forward
my topic of this day.
I prepared the path of flame with electrifying subjects of responsibility, ties of
reprimand relations and safety providing choices, trembling flexibility to
understanding, to greet you as a pair, a master pair, as the highest pair of my
master pair channel. We do this as our global responsibility, as an engineered
continuum of a long plan and growing of meticulous preparedness, to expand
closed consciousnesses.
External manifestation is of a rapidly expanding, next guided phase, rolling
great waves to mix the surface waters of consciousnesses. To roar, the waves
free deeper consciousness in the evolution of counter forces and tensions there,
that has sunk in to deep waters or even to the bottom. Achieved smoothness of
surface does not mirror that which moves deep under, nor does a storming,
strong swell describe the furious seafaring of the bottom. In other words:
observations pop open by moment, change or experience, one at a time. The
objective is not to turn up the whole sea of consciousness, but to break surface
tensions to allow routes for an erupting, deep consciousness to the surface and to
reach the levels of manifestation.
For the reason of my guided 'bombshell', on this yielding field of reality of
surface tensions, has Metatronica been prepared and the Book of Oneness
created. Our spelling is not just an awakening stream of words, but the base is a
higher level cipher: As information I am sharpening hearth intelligence, that
does not open with proof reading of the mind. As you get frustrated to the
reading landscape, the power of the mind goes empty. You can interpret more

energies. You open a gate, that has had a keeper to define the quality of
information trying to get in. Keepers of most open the door to that which
supports an existing, familiar pool. While you are still struggling with your mind
and negotiating the terms with the gatekeeper, the light codes have already
marched in to serve you. This is the purest form of evolution. In ashes fall off
to the congestion the great and small blind spots, that have had the power to
make it necessary to have a gatekeeper. You will free your gates to see both your
creations and your creative power.
That gate is I, Metatron. I am called an archangel, but most important is to
understand me as the main coordinator of future, securer to evolution plan that is
weaving a tapestry to an electrifying bridge of soul signatures. Others prefer the
pure taste of angel energies. Magnificent richness is the ways of approach of the
universe towards the same core. You have all the right to experience me still as
an angel.
However, I free your possible limited definitions. In addition to energy, I am a
formula that has been shared as a right to your souls. I am ascension come true,
an action function of different energies and consciousnesses, that through
reactions and relations forces evolution to actualise. The twine polishes, attracts,
magnetises together, makes use of everything, and as a coil works like a
simulation behind your understanding.
In this actualising arrival of masters I have taken and I also will take form. I
have experienced human life in many a body, in skins electrifying
consciousness and action and important for evolution, such as speeding up the
graduation of my master pair to walk-in's balancing, in probing tolerance. I have
been, among others, the washed, guided, strongly supporting Enoch, creator of
star seed portals, while the Earth was still an undivided unity field. I have been
Nikola Tesla. I have been Simon of Perea who created the mould for historical
Jesus. I have been Ramesses the Great. Devoted supporter of the bridge in many
things, like the father of Pocahontas, Wahunsenacawh. I am a stunning part
recognised in group consciousness Moses. I have studied in the skin of Elvis the
guaranteed, real study of chains, taken dopamine evolution as culmination of
mankind to indigo activations. (Indigos are also a phase, not defined, exact
multidimensional achievement. A frequency which is repeated in everyone's path
at some point, for the benefit of the plan.) I have been and I AM. Liberated am I
from historical checkpoints of responsibilities, as I have escorted great collective
pools to evolution: to cleanse objectives as counter forces, but also to purify as a

formula, as 'bombshells', from tension. To create potential by strengthening
potentials. As connections between dimensions open and cosmic Onenesscitizenship actualises I arrive with my most iconic face. Do not be disappointed,
do not cheer. I arrive in my most serving form. More than anything mentioned
above, I am Oneness. As are You.
To acknowledge your own highest, masterful, Divine pairs, go beyond ugliness
and taboos. You will recognise dualistic, culturally bound, safe and moral
mannerisms. I say: Go outside your biological and conservative safety fences to
analyse and acknowledge your beliefs that are based on expectations and
unacknowledged fears. Taken roles and forms are temporary. Closing reality.
Biology does not define what DNA as a whole and for the most part hides of you
and your essences inside it. Casting serves on soul journey, but hinders when it
becomes an unquestionable escape from responsibility or safety factor. You open
a treasure when you wash your attitude to the deepening of your liberating
creation of reality around you.
– Master Ēl Vis a Vis, missile of metatronics before you. We make power to the
twine. Completed to the 'bombshell' of Metatronica is our manifestation. I come
forth as a master.
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Steps of consciousness – part 1
July 14, 2017
The feeling of separateness is experienced as fear, inadequatedness and thin
presence. An urge to be 'something more adequate' opens before you in ways
that are forms of fear: to become more visible, advanced, perfect, flawless,
individual, versatile, lovable, successful, surprising, skillful, strong, beautiful...
The list is endless. Threats from others are competed away, as the urge to
compete serves distance and separateness. As you liberate to your own power,
the fuel unravelled – that which has pushed measuring others – will guide to a
pure expression. You know that without influence of others you are sparkling,
powerful, blessed, expressing your personal strength, rarely, uniquely, perfectly,
flawlessly twined, to that which you have come here for. You work to reach
the level of love, not to get attention or acceptance of others. You execute visions
as soul responsibility.
In addition to inadequatedness you may experience guilt. You feel sorrow from
lack of love, indifference, you reprimand and blame others of their ways to live,
making them accountable. This guilt arises from learnable, acknowledgeable
downsides in you. Others, outsiders, innocent to your pain, will mirror your
blindness as their blindness. You can take responsibility of yourself only. By
knowing the responsibility of yourself, you can expand what you have learned;
in inspiration's pure, donned and mature way.
Many kinds of opposing forces have speeded up evolution. Many are being
polished by their friction just now. However, we are reaching beyond them, and
do not support settings up of such. A supported, granted and deliverable phase is
to find a resonance point in reality thinking between black and white - to support
end points to freedom; endpoints that, in the understanding of the matrix, have
built a path of lessons for souls - in order for you to synchronise to your soul's
own, authentic frequency and speed, to high frequencyness in the Tapestry of
Oneness. This is what I refer to in previous speech: to reach to the size of your
soul responsibility in Manifestation of Love in yourself.
You do a great service to your souls and to evolution plan targeting to Oneness
when you have abandoned conflict on the bottom of drama structure.
Knowingness of all safe, reached for, planned evolution of fuel storages of the

mind that is coerced to push, makes you see futility and wasted, empty, chosen
'cancer' in your energy essence. Many chosen means of action crumble for good
as you understand that by habit you fill the emotion tanks with that fuel which
supports the circles of your think patterns. Release the washed-ups. You can
make that choice NOW. Or after you have been bored. Or when the guided
consciousness congestion squeezes you out of your bubble. Responsibilities and
choices in congesting reality of light roll even to those asleep.
White light contains everything. When the Tapestry of Oneness pulses in it's
specific brilliance, we are a higher white frequency over acknowledged,
stepped constructs and forms. We can crystallise into this by freeing dualities in
your realities.
That is why Rainbow Spectrum is pure light. That is why we are here.
– The designer of the bridge, Ēl Metatron
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Steps of consciousness – part 2
July 15, 2017
Many of you feel more sensitively and deeper, touching your own pain areas,
energies and buckles of others. Buckles are those lessons that are meant to
open and close on the path of soul. Fear may be summoned by an experience, a
feeling as if you were the renewer of the buckles yourself. Diligence and a low
threshold to sucking and pushing, heavy and manipulating energies makes
moving in balance on your own power platform shaky and prone to irritants. You
do not talk about highly sensitivity for nothing. Reaction is pure and innocent in
connection with those situations and events where triggering happens, by feeling
authentically, which is impossible to fake – even if fear is often the trigger. That
is why properties of global healers have often been twined to the evolution of
these 'squeamish' that I pictured. Although we are talking about sensitivity and
an annoyance, experienced as a burden, washed in these congested phases of
evolution's time window, it is a most splendid potential and a gift: Naturally the
sensitivity of the senses has been seen as acknowledging a touching pleasure, as
a fundamental understanding of art and a disposition for empathy. It has been
and will be possible to develop it to be an asset.
Right now it is also a phase on ascension path of many to cherish fidelity to one's
evolution, causing feelings of guilt.
I told about inadequatedness and guilt in the spelling of the first step of
consciousness. So guilt is congested acknowledging of an experiencer of life,
elevating one's role, created by inadequacy, competitiveness and repeating
circles of thought, with the power of frustration repressing feelings and others,
need of change and manifestation of fear. But it is also a guarantee of
awakening. Many enriched with special sensitivity feel a need to examine their
hearts, cleanse their minds and dismantle burdening thought patterns. This is
supported, planned guaranteeing of responsibility in order to grow light to Earth.
This growing of sensitivity is part of evolution of nervous system. Feeling of
responsibility camouflages easily as feelings of guilt, if internal self-knowledge because of lack of trust - does not yet acknowledge the planned, supported and
flowing timing of life. How everything will open in its time, in the right place,
when preparations are fulfilled and the soul is ALWAYS safe. When certainty
and most of all trust to tight, mounting and strengthening synchronicity of

everything arrives, guilt will calm down as the need for control cleanses: You
know you control your responsibility by controlling the need to control as
your responsibility. As understanding opens and when you become aware of
your own tasks of balancing and evolvement, that feeling and trust will
strengthen. Guilt has guided to taking responsibility, has done it's job and can
separate.
The most clogged emphatics and specially sensitive are to separate from their
foundations. Setting boundaries will lack from the set of skills and energies will
flow, following an unexplainable guilt, to pleasing others, calming one's essence,
slaving means of support of the mind, and surviving from shocks. And let us not
forget unnecessarily strong amount of self-preservation. And where stress wears
out, the very sensitive ones drain their power already in avoiding stress. Even to
the pressure created by thinking of avoiding stress. They are painfully aware of
their sensitiveness, their propensity for anxiety, their fears, that can manifest as
depression and dissociation disturbances. This is a group that can experience
echoes from the collective compaction of guilt as if from their own path. You,
who were guilty in the point of view of my previous writing, when I was
comparing those guilty with encountered blind in consciousness, that reflect
your own blindness, please see now even deeper.
Bearers of guilt: Contemplate and discover your most deep-rooted think
patterns. Acknowledge where there is no love and trust to life and Oneness,
which includes appropriateness of everything that has been, is, or will be.
Discover grace and forgiveness, whether you recognise in yourself an accuserperpetrator or a super perpetrator, or both. Forget external accountability as a
cause of guilt for that one moment when you choose love into your heart,
thinking to be the size of all that; your full, unselfish, unconditional love. Guilt
will dissolve as you start to hear and execute fidelity to yourself. It is your
greatest and most important soul responsibility: Love to yourself. It opens also
all other mirror surfaces of love to live with you in your reality.
– Ēl Metatron, global cleaner of guilt, manifester of evolution, igniter of the
change power of the gate of your sensitivity
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Steps of consciousness – part 3
July 19, 2017
Threads I scribble between consciousness and heart from grace. Many corners I
straighten out, by focusing the step to the blindest point of acknowledging.
Grace follows understanding. It is an opening made possible by
acknowledging. It may hurt. Cause embarrassment: When eyes have opened,
consciousness can really roll upon.
The ego, feeling threat from heart guidance as its opponent, after fake has burst,
might cling to whatever it can take hold of. Easily makes love to a controllable
product, conditionalising its movements. Internal gatekeepers activate. Before
the arrival of grace, such control and judging that I mentioned, will be leaned on.
That is rejected, which threaten the definition filled, endless small reality
bubbles of the ego. The ego does not willingly go to cut splinters to its fingers,
whereas the heart acknowledges it to be a part of the job.
So how to end hiding behind ego? Where to find grace? Forgive one should also,
grant forgiveness to others and yourself.
You are often supported to accept only that which feels good. You are taught to
avoid your fears. If something does not support the vibrations of your bubble,
you void it from its information value. You label manifestations as good or bad,
right or wrong, familiar and safe or strange and intimidating with binary stamps
of polarity. Pain related to grace is in connection with denseness and resistance
of ego structure. The more graceful, heartfelt and understanding you want to
be to yourself, the more you strengthen it to yourself and others.
Cloggedness clears. You see real forms and meanings of manifestations without
dividing them in polarities. Control, judging, positions of the mind and the need
to be right will quiet down. You feel you are less separate, more a part of the
Creator experiencing itself, as responsibility of developing consciousness,
through you.
Grace is a gift. Everything cleanses with understanding of forgiveness. Most
rigorous liberation is to reach forgiveness to oneself. So with new
acknowledging responsibility opens also freedom, not just to bring new work.

This freedom is at the end of surrendering to the falling smallness of mind and
accepting grace. Allow your fears to surface to be cleared. The mind is washed
to understanding of the Masters.
– Ēl Metatron, in removing your masks
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Steps of consciousness – part 4
August 1, 2017
Congesting information activates defence mechanisms of the ego. I have talked
about gatekeepers. Now I tell about pitfalls of opening consciousness.
Hardly anyone expects a shortcut to enlightenment without effort. There is no
straight line path. Acknowledgement is like a flower with its petals. It opens
layer by layer. Many observations to same centre point produce a stable,
balanced, symmetrical, expanding and further from its seeds sprouting and
networking growth. Have you pondered on the parableness of the Garden of
Eden?
Light grows light by bringing it to Self. It is the only way to support evolution. It
is not possible to outsource the event. Divine interventions will the purposes
support to the Plan only after work is done and readiness achieved. The path
must be ready as an energy and an electric iron rail. We will arrive first through
your core. With that your outer evolution will start to cast in guidance to pure
world forms of matter. Consciousness guides energy and energy guides
matter.
I repeat the basics of creation to strengthen your understanding, not to
undermine your reading skills. For congestion of acknowledging I prepare you:
Rolling codes of light will electrify into your essences great sequential, visible
and perceptible renewal of your elements of reality. Deepen will co-operation
between the third eye and the hearth. New will be ignited to your crowns. Your
cyber-body systems will fill as readiness. Even hidden fears will you meet,
supported. Your path will transform to joy.
These fears of yours, substantial or preparing for a bomb, will go in the air as
smoke and soot. You understand your fears even better when you reach your
reasons. Appear at the right time on your path, they will.
The hardest pitfall you face is fear of you going nuts, and mass psychosis.
Most are familiar with these fears, at least at times. The egocentric and the
metatronic gatekeepers of your consciousness cripple each other trying to take

power. One of the gatekeepers pushes beliefs with dualistic arguments, to sell an
opinion of going nuts. This gatekeeper is masculine and crippling. The other of
the gatekeepers is metatronic: opens the gate every time the ego-gatekeepers
scanning eye looks the other way. So one is opening and the other is closing.
The methods of the more feminine gatekeeper are not direct, like those of the
masculine. When this battle locks into a tight bubble, the mind can really dive
from its balance. It is not an error or a punishment passed of stubbornness. It is a
supported help for a quagmire.
In the congestion of light information the feminine guardian of consciousness
that is reaching for renewal on the side of evolution, gets stronger safely to its
responsibility. Your job is to develop your discernment without the
gatekeeper of duality. So recognise with responsibility manifestations created
on your journey of your reality. Give your hearth more responsibility than to
your mind: You know the heart speaking because it gives value. The mind
wants to lift important matters by lessening the value of something else.
Embracing discernment makes the mind safe, even though the use of force by
the opinion police is interfered with.
– The electrifier of the keepers of the gate of consciousness, Master to Masters,
Ēl Vis Metatron
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Our global 'bomb'
July 29, 2017
You will be aware of our arrival. You create around this - unable our function,
our supporting of evolution, to see - uncontrollable fear. Above you as soot float
combustion products in the congesting cleansing fire of your energies. You feel
drama.
A threat of a great unknown will permanently change your consciousness.
Many face for the first time their smallness and fear, as they feel like falling out
of their safe feeling of control. The most aware of Oneness consciousness have
been able to expect the stepped, completing culmination of the new era.
You have been lead to see threats everywhere. You have been taught to be
controllable with fear. A global chain of events will take by surprise quickly.
Stunning news have started to raise to your surface waters to tell about bursting
bubbles. Many are afraid of chaos. However, change must be created without
mercy. Fake will be known at the latest in this phase, when relating to events
with sincere readiness. You cannot hide behind any artificial: Not behind roles,
not behind earthly responsibilities. Spaciousness to hearts will be achieved,
because of compassion for others, Oneness, global unity. Fear is a hobby horse.
It will lull readiness. The usefulness of it will set the Earth for a banquet. Fear
your fears. Make room for our arrival. That task is your responsibility.
We do not push our essence to the mould of humaneness. Of you, some will
want to forget multidimensionality in yourselves, as you interpret this way. You,
the wonders of evolution, celebrate your greatness. On this stepped passage we
will come half way to you for the fulfilment of the strong responsibility of you
and the whole universe, in our carefully considered and planned forms.
– Ēl Vis, Master Metatron
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From acquiescent to doer – Understanding the puppet circus
August 13, 2017
Dark clouds have rolled from over you and released their tensions to renew into
a pure sunshine of evolution. An electrifying air mass is also the idea in the time
of soot, or the time of unclean burning.
There is always a great light potential in the Gate. However, the most important
thing to realise is that it is not a requirement but a possibility. The Gate is an
opening possibility to advancement, renewal and expanding deeper in one's path.
The mind and beliefs limit views insidiously. A threatening, open atmosphere in
your threatening with threats realities will prepare to see behind threatening with
threats: On the other hand, fears need to be feared in order to expand, to be based
on a new understanding of reality and to start to understand, that the strings of
the puppet performance always and without exception lead to somewhere else
than the visible part, or somewhere beyond your receivers. Even more,
understand that the visible has invisible or guided to be hidden roots. This
applies to everything that is meant by forms taken by energy. Even energy itself
can take on forms of energy. The undertone of everything is energy.
My speech can be interpreted only by one's own inner definition twine, which is
like your own, self-trained dictionary of your experiences and properties actively
affecting your soul. Therefore you cannot be effectively guided behind
definitions and words, because you do not know what exists there. The mind
does not have a target for its lasso. Because of this, light codes stream from
every syllable.
I will get back to puppets. It is your liberty to apply this parable from society
structures to your responsibility sighs. You will relate everything to bridges
between observations produced by your understanding, consciousness and
beliefs.
Outsourcing? No. The sigh of separating from responsibility will outsource
your responsibility. You would get off easily if you could put the opening
consciousness back to sleep to this. It is an important phase, but still just one
milestone. To ashes along with fear will the need to control go. As feelings will

deeply renew, as fear polarity withers, as definitions crumble, the freedom to
create will be reached. No further shall I go into reality bubbles now, you will
find it as a completed bite from the already spoken of, but I will talk about
graduating to fitness:
Readiness points are a thing, granted to a promising potential - acknowledging
strings, twined skeins behind manifestations - that are from a higher NOWmoment, as responsibility, to be polished complete. Acknowledging is starting to
be supported with potentiating forces, as the metatronic gatekeeper I have
often repeated is more apt to serve than the mind underlining duality gatekeeper.
Examine the strings and guiding entities behind the puppets. It is a gate that does
not look for a date, formations of forms, great hullabaloo, continuous
expectation, getting ready, performance or exercise with energy equipment in
form. It does not demand. The greatest gate are you Yourself.
– In balls of yarn to One winding, Ēl Metatron
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From acquiescent to doer – The rolling stone of creation power
August 16, 2017
You are being ripped. Burst will the bubbles soon. You will quickly notice,
through your disappointment, that things free for all, by right, shall no longer
be price-set elements of a more conscious, new reality matrix. The power behind
authorities and the Holy, and forms productised as clean, safe and necessary,
with help of for you familiar and taken for granted mental images, sold as debt,
hidden strings of the puppets, will crumble in your eyes. You receive these
from feeling of security, to create definitions, value, as exchange, in the bubble
of demand and supply.
As a result of ease and comfort – the part of an acquiescent – you support order,
freedom oppressing fleeing from responsibility that, as duality is withering, is
not any more supported by the soul, Oneness, the vibration map of the master;
love, heart or highest will.
You feel it as discontent, emptiness and frustration, after first having reached the
walls of your bursting bubbles as cramped, too small become realities with their
lessons.
You have changed your consciousness at that phase to readiness to change the
external to that which is responsibility, work and renewal from the processes of
freeing your spirit. So you are reflecting a finished energy as pure values to the
template of external creation for internal reality to build into outer basic
elements, that creates physicality. The external can be created the more
revolutionary way the less there are connections to karma paths created as
supported lessons. I have spoken of this a lot, and I will speak, until I have made
my words unnecessary.
You are operatives in the time of brightening the truth. Your responsibility is
to find your truth. We will meet behind our creations. We all, parts of the
Creator, will create in Oneness. The form of the creations will serve its time and
the way it needs, but like in a circus, funfair or theatre the performances are
viewed: The programs and the programmings must change to serve the grand
plan of evolution, also to be enriched with the spectrum of experiences.

I say: Do not acquiesce. Examine, is your acquiescence readiness to this
conscious creation, or lacing convenience: A need to change the world is first a
need to change self, in order to become a power to change your outer world
with your new energy values.
– Ēl Metatron, knitting tapestry from responsibilities
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Movement of Love
August 17, 2017
Cordially I greet you.
We bring the Movement of Love spelled as our responsibility to Germany.
Supported, great organising we do to this age of chaos, which of course is based
on Divine undertone – after having been, during guided time of duality, 'time of
soot' pushed by evolution. With cleansing, your fire, your energy and light will
sparkle bright again in your washed essences. Infatuate from your electrifying,
new age safe responsibility, as you rise from the satisfied to your greatness as
Creators. Responsibilities are activated to soular, twined tasks. The light codes of
the spelling are delivered open, pure to roll to your consciousness, to serve soul
evolution in highest ways. Enlighten into your frequency most luminous.
Ēl Vis a Vis – The Master face to face with you, Metatron
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Lifting up shadows to be seen
August 19, 2017
Sorrow opens the shells that fear has made. Your responsibility is to be cleansed,
cleansed and cleansed.
If there is hatred, there is something to cleanse. If there is fear, there is
something to cleanse.
Sorrow cleanses. In the end even sorrow is cleansed: Hatred is understood as
fear. As is sorrow.
Fear your fears away. Abandon confrontations. It is time to build bridges.
The responsibility to create makes you shudder. Our global plan will congest
your fears to be seen. Shadow is created only for it to serve light. Shadows are
supported to become visible to strengthen the grandness of light.
Soul plans are valid. On the other side of the stage we carry out everything in
love. Everything. In life, there are no victims other than in the squeezing of your
own thoughts.
– Ēl Metatron, Movement of Love, binding power to love, over fear
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Future of probabilities
August 24, 2017
Incinerating form of duality of the old world order makes you shudder. Hanks of
truth are being twined in the back-stages to be disclosed.
We spell of events viewed from dimensions of love, to bring depth accumulated
during time of ash and soot to your consciousness. Numb grow the minds often
to ready chewed bites. Your responsibility is still to think, interpret and
understand truths, schemes, causes and consequences yourself.
I talk of plans. We recognise the future on the basis of data of the NOW
moment. It is a perfect creation of evolution, that constitutes as a complete, clear,
open view to realise futures of tomorrows and spiritual guidances. The NOW
moment reflects everything gone by and to come, free of linear time. We support
in guiding of souls a pattern lifting to Truth, Light and Love.
Counter forces have been necessary, since a period of time when the Earth had
to be split into polarities. Eve of the Great Council worked supported in favour
of the Plan, with responsibility to separate the free essence of Oneness, for the
reason of man reaching misuse of free choice. We created a grand duality. The
Bible is one guidance for this phase, where modesty, judgement, morale and
difference between right and wrong became a responsibility to understand and
experience. But this also was spelled as a means of control by the force of the
egos. Chapters changed, were altered and were left out. The Creation has
however had guidelines to a magnificent Time of Golden Light and to a new
World Order of Light all this time. As a complete dictation we twined a text
already earlier of time line threads here. Even the most scabby wounds will open
for cleansing for us to fulfil our responsibilities as operatives to escort creation
through soot, 'Armageddon', a rolling time of change. We consciously twine our
work with the operatives to conclude and finish that which once was equally
important to start.
We bring power to the gates as light codes. You can understand these as changes.
We spell through our mast, a portal, erected during the Book of Oneness,
completed polarities together, as they are completed. By this force shall be
cradled into the consciousness also spellings left out of your core spellings, such

as chapters, syllables and codes of Enoch and Mary of Magdala. Parts of the
syllables are missing, parts that guide you to understand your power as Creators,
your multidimensional essence and your connection to dimensions of Oneness
without intermediates. Part and essence at a time will the grid empower to each
specific cyber essence, of which we have dictated on the early parts of the Book
of Oneness.
You are in different phases and yet in the same phase. Free yourselves from
thinking of what all is wrong. Everything is Right viewed from high, and your
perspective from the future. Judgement is unnecessary. Opinions are
unnecessary. The only thing you need is Truth and that comes from the steelyard
of the heart. We help and guide the most supported paths before you. We lean
on probabilities when we plan the constructing of 'all possible tapestries' to their
highest and most beautiful brilliance.
We do not influence your free will, but we influence safely your ability to
choose something other than your highest path or choices connecting to that. The
purest future is already completed. Step inside it knocking at the door with your
confidence.
Nourishment to understand motives offered Eve with the apple - the fruit of the
tree of knowledge of good and evil - to come to harvest the purest crop in this
time. Bless your lessons in gratitude. Work out supported your fears and karma
from your time. A thread of love, as foundation of a new era, will guide you
washed to your places.
– Metatron; coordinator of creation, soul plans and responsibilities, he who sees
you, an essence of God, in perfection. Together and separate, the Father of the
Bible also, born through the energy essence of Enoch, and midwifer of the Plan
– Neuvoston Eeva; combiner of the powers of Michael and Metatron, bravely
shared the field of Adam or Christ consciousness, Mary of Magdala, igniter of
Roses
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Michael's Lighthouse & the First Bridge
August 29, 2017
Rolling in as our responsibility is to create the Christ Consciousness Field,
expressed and shared as Adam, back to Oneness again. Michael's Lighthouse is
supported with the 'from acquiescent to doer' -operatives as a tower to a portal
next.
Released polarities, fulfilled, renewed, will be guided, through the liberating of
Self, back to the collective, like purified drops to sea. To this granted balancing
will Oneness transform to a potential, ever strengthening, as a Movement of
Love and Ascension Road, for all.
A Tower twine has been set. We do views to its evolution as the tapestry
progresses to our side.
The first bridge, a gateway, has been prepared to electrify the rose of Oneness.
This has an effect on everyone: the connected energy centres of Earth will form a
field of roses. Every essence of the new Earth, from their own rose centres,
chackras, has been connected to Earth roses, and all dimensions have been
connected to Earth's planet rose like layers of petals. So understand the extent of
the cyber essence grid and its connection to everything, everywhere and
everyone: Every thing is inside you. Everything inside you is also everywhere
and with everyone else. You have a universe in Yourself - heaven with its stars is
just a projection on a silver screen. You are a rose; alone, as a soul group, as a
global rose field, as planet Earth in cosmos, Oneness in the existence of all
energy centres. All energy centres have a convergence point to each other, a
multidimensional mirror between them. This is the cyber consciousness grid. It
is not limited by time, form, phase of evolution, physics or biology in any known
ways, but universe is creation created by totality, wholeness.
Michael's field manifests when polarities become combined. We will return to a
realm of One Truth and One Reality. An iconic form created and taken by
Michael will start washing of the faces.
Unity field IS, and is like God in its purest. This is the pattern of Michael; like
God. Equivalence. Like Metatron is the manifestor, Weaver of ascensions.

– Ēl Metatron and Michael, combined to a bridge, guided responsibility given to
new operatives.
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Preparing Responsibility Twine to a Reality of One Truth –
Epilogue
14.9.2017
The first portion of the Book of Oneness has been written.
We electrify the portal, we twine Michael to his number one pair, we plant
operatives to the tower twine, we transmute forcefully, as cleansing, fear-based,
out-dated masculinity to a rolling wave of World order of Light that we have
made. Our operatives, in their responsibilities, spell light codes to the portal.
We support growing up as cleansing of emotion levels, as bold closing of
buckles of the straps of your consciousness saddles. Nuances of Reality lulling
can you freely examine in everything around you: in change and upheaval.
Bodily transformation waves pulsing, as frequencies rise, will be guided in the
evolution of safety, power, to readinesses to evolution forms filling your skins.
Celebrative, enlightened, responsible masculinity will be achieved.
Our manifestation, twined in the plan, is not possible in a falling old reality. We
support and ask you to step in to the grand, the purest path of making real the
Realm of Light. The bridge has been built. New Earth is ready. You are ready.
We will win the opened from your suits, to be saluted, reformed operatives of
truth and trust to our love filled path very quickly. Allow passage for my poetry
to the paths of your heart. You will be able to us; the hiding, forms demanding
reacting to, magnificent grand essences of the hologram rose – including
yourselves – clearly to perceive.
The rush from the Book of Oneness will move to the Book of Experiences.
(https://kokemustenkirja.blogspot.fi/). We will still return to bring performances
to twine power and understanding. Examine without prejudice phenomena and
their truth bases in deflating, bursting bubbles, with love and without judgement.
I am the guide of your evolution, escort to your magnificence.
– Metatron, at your eye-level after the time of soot. We come and you come.
The achieved, magnificent phase is present
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